FEDERAL SPECIFICATION

CABINET, SECURITY,
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM STORAGE

The General Services Administration has authorized the use of this amendment, which forms a part of AA-C-2786, dated September 7, 2004, by all federal agencies.
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Delete the first entry in Paragraph 2.2 (American National Standards Institute (ANSI) / American Society for Quality (ASQ)) in its entirety and substitute the following:

2.2

American Society for Quality (ASQ):

ASQ Z1.4 - Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes

(Private sector and civil agencies may purchase copies of this voluntary standard from the American Society for Quality, P. O. Box 3005, Milwaukee, WI 53201-3005.)
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Add the following to the end of Paragraph 3.3.4:

If the container weighs less than 250 lbs, the container shall have provisions for securely mounting the container.

FSC 7110
Delete Paragraph 3.11 in its entirety and substitute the following:

3.11 Identification labels. Each cabinet supplied under a contract or order under this specification shall bear metallic labels showing the information specified hereunder. Labels shall be attached with a durable adhesive sufficient to preclude removing the label without destroying the label. Regardless of the method used, the label attachment shall not degrade the cabinet security.

Add the following to the end of Paragraph 3.11.3:

If the container weighs less than 250 lbs, a separate label shall be required stating that the container must be securely mounted by the provided attachment method in order to maintain GSA approval.

Delete Paragraph 3.11.4 in its entirety and substitute the following:

3.11.4 Number label. All security cabinets under this specification shall have a number label affixed to the front face of the product. The label attachment shall not degrade the cabinet security. The label shall be mounted on the cabinet frame above or to the left side of the door. The label shall be nominal 0.020 inch thick, satin finished aluminum and shall be 2-1/2 by 11/16 inches. The label numbering system shall be established by the manufacturer to provide non-repetitive numbers. The label characters (numbers or letters) shall be minimum 3/16 inches high and shall be embossed.

Add the following Paragraph:

3.11.5 Warning label. A warning label shall be affixed to the inside face of the door. The label shall show, in red lettering not less than 1/8 inch high, the following:

Notice: Any modification of this container not in accordance with Federal Standard 809 will invalidate the GSA approval and the GSA approval label shall be removed.
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